[The evidence-based occupational health paradigm in managing back pain: identifying the problem and evaluation of the decision].
Occupational health professionals must rely on the best available evidence in support of the appropriateness of diagnostic tests and preventive or clinical interventions. This study aims at comparing the decisions made in respect of health care personnel with the decisions made on the basis of the evidence and evaluating the effectiveness of these decisions. Five female nurses with back problems exposed to health risk mostly associated with patient handling and movement were considered. The diagnostic results and the interventions following the decisions made in 2002 were evaluated and compared with the medical data during the years 2004-2005. To assess health changes occurring after the intervention, an indicator of impact was used. During 2006 the health problems were reviewed by means of the multi-step evidence-based occupational health paradigm: starting from identification of the problem and search for evidence (with a new and validated search string and the database Medline) followed by evaluation of performance. Professional performance was assessed by comparing the medical decisions made in 2002 with the decision supported by the evidence. All the medical decisions were in agreement with the decisions inferred from scientific evidence. Furthermore, all subjects showed an improvement in both perceived and objective health conditions after the intervention, together with increased acceptability of working conditions. Given that no gold standard exists and that guidelines for the management of back pain need to be assessed for their effectiveness, this study shows that the occupational health professional should be aware of the availability of up-to-date scientific evidence which can provide appropriate solutions to the commonly encountered problems. This perspective will be a challenge for professionals aware of the need to adopt practices related to the concept of quality in occupational health care.